Receptor-targeted, drug-loaded, functionalized graphene oxides for chemotherapy and photothermal therapy

Abstract: Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide. Although different chemotherapeutic agents have been developed to treat cancers, their use can be limited by low cellular uptake, drug resistance, and side effects. Hence, targeted drug delivery systems are continually being developed in order to improve the efficacy of chemotherapeutic agents. The main aim of this study was to prepare folic acid (FA)-conjugated polyvinyl pyrrolidone-functionalized graphene oxides (GO) (FA-GO) for targeted delivery of sorafenib (SF). GO were prepared using a modified Hummer’s method and subsequently altered to prepare FA-GO and SF-loaded FA-GO (FA-GO/SF). Characterization of GO derivatives was done using ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, atomic force microscopy, zeta potential measurements, and determination of in vitro drug release. Hemolytic toxicity, in vitro cytotoxicity, cellular uptake, and apoptotic effects of FA-GO/SF were also investigated. The results revealed that GO was successfully synthesized and that further transformation to FA-GO improved the stability and SF drug-loading capacity. In addition, the enhanced SF release under acidic conditions suggested possible benefits for cancer treatment. Conjugation of FA within the FA-GO/SF delivery system enabled targeted delivery of SF to cancer cells expressing high levels of FA receptors, thus increasing the cellular uptake and apoptotic effects of SF. Furthermore, the photothermal effect achieved by exposure of GO to near-infrared irradiation enhanced the anticancer effects of FA-GO/SF. Taken together, FA-GO/SF is a potential carrier for targeted delivery of chemotherapeutic agents in cancer.
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Introduction

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide, and its prevalence is expected to grow as populations expand and age. Cancer treatments generally involve tumor resection, organ transplantation, and/or chemotherapy depending on the affected site. The preferred treatment options, such as tumor resection and organ transplantation, only benefit a minority of cancer patients because of the typical tumor size and overall condition of most patients. Hence, chemotherapy is an important clinical therapeutic modality for the treatment of cancer. However, the efficacy of this approach can be limited by factors such as drug resistance, low cellular uptake, and adverse side effects. Therefore, the development of targeted drug delivery systems that exhibit high efficiency, low toxicity, and minimal side effects is likely to improve chemotherapeutic efficacy. In addition, near-infrared (NIR) photothermal therapy is a promising strategy for tumor ablation, with minimal injury to the surrounding site. Several nanoparticles have been studied for their potential photothermal effects, including graphene, carbon nanotubes,
and gold nanospheres. Previous studies have indicated that combined chemotherapy and photothermal therapy can provide an effective cancer treatment strategy.\textsuperscript{11,12}

Graphene oxides (GO) form two-dimensional nanosheets comprising sp\textsuperscript{2}-hybridized carbon atoms of the aromatic ring; these provide an ideal surface for the adsorption of anticancer agents with aromatic rings via \(\pi-\pi\) interactions, facilitating the formation of a stable drug complex and increasing the drug-loading capacity.\textsuperscript{13,14} In addition, a large surface area and abundant functional groups such as epoxides, hydroxyl groups, and carboxylic groups permit conjugation and synthesis of hybrid materials.\textsuperscript{15,16} Although GO nanosheets are stable in distilled water, they can interact with the ions present in physiological fluids, which causes aggregation.\textsuperscript{17}

To overcome this problem, the current study used polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), a nontoxic, nonionic, biocompatible polymer, as a dispersant and stabilizing agent.\textsuperscript{18–22} Furthermore, folic acid (FA) was conjugated to GO to form FA-GO. Folate receptors are abundantly expressed on cancer cells and therefore provide a target site for tumor drug delivery, while GO facilitates photothermal therapy.\textsuperscript{23} Soraifenib (SF), a tyrosine kinase inhibitor,\textsuperscript{24} was loaded onto the FA-GO composite by \(\pi-\pi\) stacking. The anticancer effects of the SF-loaded FA-GO system (FA-GO/SF) were then analyzed.

Materials and methods

Materials

Graphite flakes were purchased from Alfa Aesar, Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Chloroacetic acid, N-(3-dimethylamino propyl)-N'-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), fluorescein-5(6)-isothiocyanate (FITC), and FA were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). PVP K30 was purchased from ISP Technologies Inc. (Wayne, NJ, USA). All other chemicals were of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade and used without further purification.

Synthesis of GO

GO were synthesized using Hummer’s method, with slight modifications, as outlined by Rahmanian et al.\textsuperscript{25} Briefly, 0.1 g graphite was stirred with 2.5 mL 95\% \(\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4\) for 3 hours. Then, a small amount (15 mg) of \(\text{KMnO}_4\) was gradually added, followed by the rapid addition of 300 mg \(\text{KmNO}_3\), maintaining the temperature at \(<20^\circ\text{C}\) using an ice bath. The mixture was then stirred at \(35^\circ\text{C}\) for 30 minutes before adding 4.5 mL of water and heating the mixture at \(98^\circ\text{C}\) for an additional 30 minutes. Four milliliters of distilled water: \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) (3:1) was used to terminate the reaction. Centrifugation, followed by washing with 1 M \(\text{HCl}\) and distilled water, was performed until a neutral pH was achieved. The final product was then homogenously mixed in distilled water and probe-sonicated to obtain exfoliated GO.

Synthesis of FA-GO and FA-GO/SF

GO suspensions were carboxylated by the addition of sodium hydroxide and chloroacetic acid, followed by bath sonication for 3 hours; the resulting GO-COOH dispersion was neutralized using dilute \(\text{HCl}\) and then purified by repeated rinsing and filtration using distilled water. Then, 20 mg of PVP was added to the GO-COOH dispersion and sonicated for 30 minutes followed by stirring at \(50^\circ\text{C}\) for 24 hours to obtain the stable GO solution. In order to prepare FA-GO, EDC and NHS were added to the GO suspension and sonicated for 2 hours; a solution of FA (pH 8.0) was then added and the mixture was stirred overnight. Unreacted FA was removed by dialyzing against a sodium bicarbonate solution (pH 8.0) for 48 hours and against distilled water for a further 24 hours to obtain pure FA-GO.

SF was loaded onto FA-GO by mixing different SF concentrations, dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide, with the FA-GO suspension at pH 8.0 overnight; the final concentration of dimethyl sulfoxide was 50\%. The excess and unbound SF was removed by repeated washing and ultrafiltration using a Millipore filter (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The final FA-GO/SF composites were resuspended and stored at 4\(^\circ\)C until further use.

Characterization of GO, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF

Zeta potentials were measured using a Nano-S90 ZetaSizer (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Ultraviolet (UV)/visible spectra were analyzed by conducting a wavelength scan in a UV/vis spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer U-2800, Waltham, MA, USA). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (H7600, Hitachi) was used for cross-sectional analysis of the GO dispersion, which was added to a carbon-coated copper grid and dried under infrared radiation. GO dispersion-adsorbed mica squares were used for atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis using a Nanoscope® IIIa Scanning Probe Microscope (Digital Instruments, Buffalo, NY, USA). Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy analyses were performed using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet Nexus 670 FTIR spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded using an XRD (X’Pert PRO MPD Diffractometer, PANalytical, Almelo, the Netherlands).
Stability analysis of GO and PVP-stabilized FA-GO/SF

The stabilities of GO, PVP-stabilized FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF were analyzed by comparing digital images. Dispersions of GO, PVP-stabilized FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF were added to distilled water, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4), or Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Digital images were taken at 5 minutes and at 24 hours after the preparation of each dispersion. The observation of any type of aggregation was taken to indicate product instability.

Determination of loading capacity and in vitro drug release profile

The loading capacity of FA-GO/SF was determined by adding these particles to methanol, followed by sonication and ultrafiltration to solubilize the SF. The concentration of SF in the methanol was determined with an HPLC system (Hitachi) composed of an L-2130 pump, L-2200 autosampler, L-2420 UV/visible detector, and L-2350 column oven with the EZChrom Elite Software (version 318a, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). An Inertsil C18 Column (150×4.6 mm, 5 µm particle size; Cosmosil, Nacalai Tesque Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) was used under isocratic elution with a mobile phase comprising methanol:acetonitrile:1% (v/v) acetic acid (38:35:27, v/v) at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min and a column temperature of 37°C. Samples (20 µL) were injected for each analysis, and UV absorbance was measured at a wavelength of 254 nm.

The loading capacity (LC, %) was determined using the following formula:

\[ \text{LC} (\%) = \frac{W_{\text{TGO}} - W_{\text{UD}}}{W_{\text{TGO}}} \times 100, \]  

where \( W_{\text{TDP}} \), \( W_{\text{UD}} \), and \( W_{\text{TGO}} \) were the total drug weight, the unbound drug weight, and the total GO weight, respectively.

The in vitro release of SF from FA-GO/SF was assessed using dialysis. The FA-GO/SF formulation was placed into dialysis membrane tubing with a molecular weight cutoff of 3,500 Da (Spectra/Por, Spectrum Labs, Rancho Dominguez, CA, USA) and immersed in 30 mL of PBS (pH 7.4, 0.14 M NaCl) or acetate-buffered saline (ABS; pH 5.5, 0.14 M NaCl) containing 0.1% (v/v) Tween 80 to maintain sink conditions. At predetermined intervals, samples were withdrawn and replaced with fresh buffer, maintained at 37°C. Finally, the concentration of SF in the release medium was quantified by HPLC methods, as already described.

Hemolytic toxicity analysis

Hemolytic toxicity studies were performed as previously described, with slight modifications. All animal care and experimental protocols were approved and performed in accordance with the guidelines outlined by the Institutional Animal Ethical Committee, Yeungnam University, South Korea. Briefly, fresh whole blood from male albino rats was collected and centrifuged at 2,000 rpm for 15 minutes in an ultracentrifuge. The sedimented red blood cells (RBCs) were then washed with physiological saline to obtain a clear and colorless supernatant. The RBCs were then resuspended in normal saline to obtain a 2% erythrocyte concentration. The negative control included 1 mL of this RBC suspension, with 1 mL of physiological saline. The positive control (100% hemolysis) included 1 mL of this RBC suspension, with 1 mL of 1% Triton X 100. Free SF, FA-GO, and different concentrations of FA-GO/SF were mixed with an equal volume of the RBC suspension and incubated at 37°C±0.5°C for 1 hour. The samples were then centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 10 minutes and the hemoglobin level in each supernatant was spectrophotometrically quantified at a λ_max of 540 nm. The percentage of hemolysis was calculated using the following formula:

\[ \text{Hemolysis (\%)} = \frac{A_S - A_{\text{NC}}}{A_{PC} - A_{\text{NC}}} \times 100, \]  

where \( A_s \) was the absorbance of the sample, \( A_{PC} \) the absorbance of the positive control, and \( A_{NC} \) the absorbance of the negative control.

In vitro cytotoxicity study

The in vitro cytotoxicity of free SF, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF was assessed using the MTS assay (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). KB and A549 cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 1×10^4 cells per well and incubated for 24 hours. Cells were treated with different concentrations of free SF, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF and incubated for an additional 48 hours. Untreated cells served as controls. The MTS solution was then added to each treatment well. Absorbance at 493 nm was measured using an automated microplate reader and used as an indicator of cell viability.

Cellular uptake

KB and A549 cells were seeded on coverslips (placed in 12-well plates) at a density of 2×10^4 cells per well and incubated for 24 hours. Following incubation, FITC-loaded
FA-GO was added to each well and incubated for an additional 15 minutes. Cells were then washed with PBS and fixed with a 4% paraformaldehyde solution in the dark. Finally, cells were washed with PBS, the coverslip was mounted on a glass slide, sealed with glycerin, and observed by confocal laser scanning microscopy (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany).

Quantitative cellular uptake
KB and A549 cells were seeded at a density of 1×10⁴ cells per well in 12-well plates and incubated for 24 hours. The cells were then treated with FITC-loaded FA-GO at a concentration of 1 µg/mL in a humidified incubator with a 5% CO₂ atmosphere at 37°C. After incubation for 30 minutes, cells were washed with PBS and harvested. Finally, the cells were dispersed in 1.5 mL of PBS prior to analysis using a FACS Calibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).

Cell apoptosis assay
KB and A549 cells were seeded in 12-well plates (1×10⁴ cells per well) and incubated for 24 hours; cells were then treated with free SF or FA-GO/SF for an additional 48 hours. Afterward, cells were harvested and washed with PBS. Collected cells were then mixed with binding buffer and stained with annexin-V and propidium iodide for 10 minutes in the dark. Finally, cells were further diluted with binding buffer and analyzed for apoptosis using a FACS Calibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).

NIR irradiation
The effect of NIR irradiation on cell cytotoxicity and apoptosis was evaluated by exposing GO-loaded KB and A549 cells to NIR (3.0 W/cm²) for 5 minutes. Following NIR irradiation, the cells were incubated for an additional 24 hours before investigating cell viability using the MTS assay, as described previously.

Statistical analysis
The results are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Student’s t-test was used to determine the level of statistical significance between the groups. Values of P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization of GO
A schematic representation of folate receptor-mediated cellular uptake of FA-GO/SF is presented in Figure 1.

GO nanosheets were synthesized from graphite using a modified Hummer’s method. Dynamic light scattering measurements of GO, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF revealed particle sizes of 170±11, 180±13, and 186±10 nm, respectively. Images of GO in suspension and in a freeze-dried form are shown in Figure S1A. The morphological aspects of GO were analyzed with TEM imaging, showing that GO nanosheets were <200 nm in size and formed a thin layer (Figure 2A). UV/visible spectrophotometric analysis showed two characteristic peaks for GO, in contrast to graphite (Figure S1B). The peak at 232 nm indicated the π–π* transition of the aromatic C–C bond, and the shoulder at 300 nm was derived from the n–π* transition of C=O bonds.

FTIR analysis provided information about the functional groups present in GO (Figure S1C). The broad and intense peak centered at around 3,400 cm⁻¹ was related to OH groups, while a peak at around 1,730 cm⁻¹ corresponded to the stretching vibrations of C=O carboxylic moieties. The peak at 1,620 cm⁻¹ indicated skeletal vibrations of aromatic C=C bonds or intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Other peaks appearing at 1,365, 1,215, and 1,054 cm⁻¹ corresponded to C–O–H deformation, C–H stretching (epoxy groups), and C–O stretching vibrations (alkoxy groups), respectively.

AFM is an important tool used to examine the surface morphology and height of individual GO nanosheets. AFM imaging supported the TEM imaging data, indicating a particle size of <200 nm. Cross-sectional analysis revealed that the GO nanosheets were <1 nm thick, suggesting successful preparation of GO from graphite (Figure 2B). The crystal phases of graphite and GO were examined by XRD (Figure S1D). Graphite showed a strong diffraction peak at 2θ =26° that shifted to 2θ =10.8°, indicating successful GO formation via chemical oxidation. Oxidation of graphite involves insertion of oxygen-containing groups, mainly carboxylic acid, at the periphery as well as at the epoxide and hydroxyl groups between the planes; this leads to an increase in d-spacing to 7.8 Å, with a diffraction peak at 2θ =10.8°.

Preparation of FA-GO and FA-GO/SF
A schematic representation of the method used to prepare FA-GO and FA-GO/SF is portrayed in Figure 3. Carboxylated GO (GO-COOH) were successfully prepared by reacting GO with chloroacetic acid and sodium hydroxide. To increase the stability of GO under physiological conditions, PVP was used to cover the GO nanosheets. The carboxylated groups of GO were then utilized to conjugate FA to the GO using EDC and NHS. FA (9.0 mmol/g) was successfully conjugated to GO,
as shown by UV/visible spectrophotometry. Finally, SF was loaded onto the FA-GO for folate-targeted delivery.

Digital images of GO, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF are presented in Figure 4A. Morphological analysis by TEM revealed that there was no significant change in the size of GO following preparation of FA-GO/SF (Figure 4B). AFM imaging further confirmed these results, showing particle sizes of <200 nm, with a GO nanosheet thickness of <1 nm (Figure 4C). These results suggested that a thin layer of PVP successfully added to the GO nanosheets was able to accommodate SF for targeted delivery by interacting with folate receptors.

Figure 1 Schematic representation of folate receptor-mediated cellular uptake of FA-GO loaded with SF.
Abbreviations: FA-GO, FA-conjugated GO; FA, folic acid; GO, graphene oxides; NIR, near-infrared radiation; SF, sorafenib.

Figure 2 (A) TEM and (B) AFM images of GO.
Note: Arrow heads indicate the position of section analysis for AFM measurement.
Abbreviations: AFM, atomic force microscopy; GO, graphene oxides; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.
Figure 3 Schematic representation of the method used to prepare FA-GO loaded with SF from GO.

**Abbreviations:** FA-GO, FA-conjugated GO; FA, folic acid; GO, graphene oxides; EDC, N-(3-dimethylamino propyl-N′-ethylcarbodiimide); NHS, N-hydroxysuccinimide; SF, sorafenib.

Digital images of the FA-GO dispersion in different media including water, PBS, and DMEM with 10% FBS are shown in Figure S2; this demonstrated the advantage of PVP as a stabilizer for FA-GO. The images in Figure S2A and C were taken 5 minutes after preparing the GO dispersion, whereas those in Figure S2B and D were taken 24 hours after preparation. When GO was used alone, aggregation was observed in PBS after 24 hours (Figure S2B). Electrolytic screening of the existing functional groups presumably promoted aggregation of the GO nanosheets. Following the addition of PVP to GO, the FA-GO dispersion remained stable, even after 24 hours in different media (image not shown). Furthermore, the FA-GO/SF dispersion also maintained a high stability in different media for 24 hours, indicating that PVP was an effective stabilizer in this formulation (Figure S2C and D). In addition, when PVP was not used, dynamic light scattering measurements revealed a significant increase in particle size from 180 nm to around 1 µm following their addition to the test media. However, particles with added PVP retained their original size in all of the test media, even after a 24-hour incubation.
Characterization of FA-GO and FA-GO/SF

The UV/visible spectrophotometric analyses of different GO derivatives, along with different excipients, are presented in Figure S3A. The characteristic peaks of PVP, FA, and SF were observed in the spectra, and GO also maintained its characteristic peaks following their addition, suggesting successful formation of FA-GO/SF. The zeta potentials of GO and GO-COOH (Figure S3B) were around −35 mV, suggesting an abundance of oxygen-containing groups in these nanoparticles. With the addition of PVP to GO-COOH, the zeta potential was reduced to around −28 mV. This result reflected the nonionic nature of PVP. Further addition of FA increased the zeta potential because of the presence of OH.

Figure 5A presents the FTIR spectra of graphite, GO, and the GO derivatives. The characteristic GO peaks were observed. With carboxylation, the broad and intense peak at approximately 3,400 cm$^{-1}$ was reduced, whereas the peak at around 1,730 cm$^{-1}$ was increased, suggesting a conversion of OH groups to COOH. Furthermore, the characteristic peaks of PVP, FA, and SF were subsequently observed in PVP-GO-COOH, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF, suggesting their successful incorporation into the GO nanosheets. Structural information relating to different GO derivatives was obtained using XRD (Figure 5B). The characteristic GO peak at 10.8° shifted to around 13° following carboxylation of GO, which was similar to the results reported by Wang et al. The crystalline peaks of FA were absent from FA-GO, suggesting that FA was in an amorphous state in this formulation. In addition, the temperature change following NIR laser irradiation of the GO dispersion is shown in Figure 5C. The temperature of this dispersion increased to 65°C following NIR irradiation for 3 minutes, and this photothermal property can be useful for cancer cell ablation. The loading capacity of SF in FA-GO is shown in Figure 5D. GO exists as a two-dimensional sheet consisting of sp$^2$-hybridized carbon and a sp$^2$-hybridized π-conjugated structure that can assist π–π-stacking interactions with the aromatic structure of SF. Furthermore, the NH groups of SF can form strong hydrogen bonding interactions with the COOH and OH groups of GO. Hence, SF was successfully loaded into FA-GO in a concentration-dependent manner. The best loading capacity for SF was achieved when 125 µg SF per 100 µg of GO was used.
Figure 5 Physicochemical characterization of FA-GO/SF.
Notes: FTIR spectroscopy (A) and XRD analyses (B) of the indicated preparations (1: graphite, 2: GO, 3: GO-COOH, 4: PVP, 5: GO-COOH with PVP, 6: FA, 7: FA-GO, 8: SF, and 9: FA-GO/SF). (C) Temperature of a GO dispersion (1 mg/ml) exposed to near-infrared laser irradiation for the indicated times. (D) Loading capacity of SF in FA-GO. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n=3).
Abbreviations: au, arbitrary unit; FTIR, Fourier transform infrared; FA-GO, FA-conjugated GO; FA, folic acid; GO, graphene oxides; FA-GO/SF, FA-GO loaded with SF; PVP, polyvinyl pyrrolidone; SD, standard deviation; SF, sorafenib; XRD, X-ray diffraction.

The in vitro release profile of FA-GO/SF was determined in pH 5.5 and pH 7.4 media (Figure 6). A significantly higher release of SF (P<0.01) was observed in ABS (pH 5.5) than in PBS (pH 7.4), suggesting the potential for increased chemotherapeutic activity in an acidic tumor microenvironment. The increased release of SF under acidic conditions may reflect a higher solubility and greater ionic destabilization of hydrogen bonds.

Hemolytic toxicity study
The hemolytic effects of various concentrations of GO, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF are presented in Figure S4. The percentage of hemoglobin released was expressed relative to the positive and negative controls. These results suggested that GO alone was highly hemolytic, which would limit its suitability for intravenous delivery. This hemolytic effect...
of GO was reduced by the addition of PVP, a biocompatible and nontoxic polymer. The addition of SF to FA-GO did not increase hemolytic toxicity, suggesting a protective role of PVP.\(^{40}\) FA-GO/SF induced <5% hemolysis, which is considered nontoxic. These findings indicated that treatment with FA-GO would cause significantly less hemolytic toxicity than treatment with the equivalent concentration of GO (\(P<0.05\)).

### In vitro cytotoxicity study

The in vitro cytotoxicities of a range of concentrations of free SF, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF were analyzed in the KB and A549 cell lines (Figure 7A and B). As expected, treatment with free SF and FA-GO/SF resulted in concentration-dependent cytotoxicity in both cell lines. Minimal cytotoxicity was observed in cells treated with FA-GO alone. There were some differences in FA-GO/SF cytotoxicity in these two cell lines. In KB cells, FA-GO/SF and free SF exhibited similar cytotoxicities, suggesting efficient uptake. KB cells express high levels of the folate receptor, which facilitates FA-GO uptake, resulting in higher SF-mediated cytotoxicity.\(^{41}\) On the contrary, FA-GO/SF was less cytotoxic to A549 cells, as compared to free SF. This may reflect the folate receptor deficiency in this cell line, resulting in less uptake of FA-GO/SF.\(^{42}\)

The effect of NIR following the uptake of FA-GO and FA-GO/SF into KB and A549 cells was also analyzed. NIR exposure increased cytotoxicity in KB cells to a greater extent than in A549 cells, likely because of the lower uptake by A549 cells. Photothermal therapy utilizes the heat generated by photosensitive agents to induce photoablation of cancer cells. Exposure of GO to NIR can therefore produce heat, which induced cancer cell death.\(^{43}\)

### Intracellular uptake and apoptosis study

FACS was used to analyze the intracellular uptake of FITC-loaded FA-GO. This quantitative cellular uptake study revealed greater cellular uptake of FA-GO by KB cells (Figure S5A), as compared to A549 cells (Figure S5B). Following pretreatment with FA, the cellular uptake of FITC-loaded FA-GO was reduced in KB cells, suggesting competitive inhibition of FA-GO uptake by KB cells.\(^{41}\) FA did not affect the uptake of FA-GO by A549 cells, likely reflecting the folate receptor deficiency in these cells.\(^{42}\) Qualitative cellular uptake studies were also performed using confocal microscopy. Figure 8A shows clear evidence of higher cellular uptake of FITC-loaded FA-GO in KB cells, whereas A549 cells exhibited minimal or no uptake.

Results from the apoptosis study following treatment of KB and A549 cells with free SF and FA-GO/SF are presented in Figure 8B. The apoptotic effect of FA-GO/SF in KB cells was similar to that of free SF, suggesting high cellular uptake by these cells. In addition, the controlled release of SF from FA-GO/SF would be expected to produce sustained apoptotic effects, while the targeted delivery of this system has the potential to reduce the adverse effects of SF, which can result from nonspecific uptake by healthy cells. In contrast, the apoptotic effect of FA-GO/SF was lower than that of free SF in the A549 cells, providing further evidence of the folate receptor deficiency in these cells. Furthermore, NIR produced a greater increase in KB cell apoptosis, as compared to the A549 cells.

![Figure 7](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 7** Cytotoxic effects of free SF, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF on (A) KB cells and (B) A549 cells.

**Note:** Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n=8).

**Abbreviations:** FA-GO, FA-conjugated GO; FA, folic acid; GO, graphene oxides; FA-GO/SF, FA-GO loaded with SF; NIR, near-infrared irradiation; SD, standard deviation; SF, sorafenib.
Figure 8 Determination of cellular uptake and apoptosis induction by FA-GO/SF.

Notes: (A) Confocal images showing the cellular uptake of FITC-loaded FA-GO in (a) KB cells without FA pretreatment, (b) KB cells with FA pretreatment, and (c) A549 cells without FA pretreatment. (B) Flow cytometry analysis of the apoptotic effects of FA-GO, FA-GO + (NIR), free SF, FA-GO/SF, and FA-GO/SF + NIR in the indicated cell lines. Scale bar = 30 µm and magnification: 40x.

Abbreviations: FA-GO, FA-conjugated GO; FA, folic acid; GO, graphene oxides; FA-GO/SF, FA-GO loaded with SF; NIR, near-infrared irradiation; SF, sorafenib; FITC, fluorescein-5(6)-isothiocyanate.
Conclusion
In this study, FA-GO was successfully synthesized and loaded with an effective anticancer drug, SF. This formulation had the appropriate size, zeta potential, and pH-dependent drug release profile for efficient drug delivery to cancer cells. In addition, FA-GO exhibited excellent stability in physiological fluids, making it suitable for in vivo delivery. The addition of FA increased the cellular uptake in folate receptor-expressing cancer cells, as compared to those with low expression of this receptor, and this enhanced the cytotoxic and apoptotic effects of SF. Furthermore, the photothermal effects of GO can also be exploited to improve the anticancer properties of this formulation. Hence, successful folate receptor-targeted uptake of FA-GO makes it a potential anticancer drug carrier that is capable of inducing specific pharmacological and photothermal effects.
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Supplementary materials

Figure S1 Characterization of the prepared GO.

Notes: (A) Digital image of GO in suspension and in a freeze-dried form. UV spectra (B), FTIR spectroscopy (C) and XRD analyses (D) of graphite and GO.

Abbreviations: FTIR, Fourier transform infrared; GO, graphene oxide; au, arbitrary unit; UV, ultraviolet; XRD, X-ray diffraction.

Figure S2 Stability of GO (A and B) and FA-GO/SF (C and D) in the indicated media.

Notes: (A and C) 5 minutes and (B and D) 24 hours after preparation.

Abbreviations: FA, folic acid; GO, graphene oxide; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; FBS, fetal bovine serum; DMEM, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium; SF, sorafenib.
Figure S3 UV spectra (A) and zeta potential (B) of the indicated formulations.
Abbreviations: Abs, absorbance; FA-GO, FA-conjugated GO; FA, folic acid; GO, graphene oxide; FA-GO/SF, FA-GO loaded with SF; SF, sorafenib; PVP, polyvinyl pyrrolidone; UV, ultraviolet.
**Figure S4** Influence of GO, FA-GO, and FA-GO/SF on hemolysis.

*Notes:* Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n=3); *P*<0.05, **P**<0.01, as compared to GO.

*Abbreviations:* FA-GO, FA-conjugated GO; FA, folic acid; GO, graphene oxide; FA-GO/SF, FA-GO loaded with SF; SD, standard deviation; SF, sorafenib.

**Figure S5** Flow cytometry results for (A) KB cells and (B) A549 cells exposed to FITC-loaded folic acid-conjugated graphene oxide.

*Notes:* Black line: control; red line: cells exposed to FITC-loaded FA-GO only; green line: cells pretreated with FA, followed by FITC-loaded FA-GO.

*Abbreviations:* FA-GO, FA-conjugated GO; FA, folic acid; GO, graphene oxide; FITC, fluorescein-5(6)-isothiocyanate.